Registration for Warwick Business School modules in 2015/16

Non-WBS students who would like to take a WBS module in 2015/16 should read the following instructions carefully:

If you have never taken a WBS module before:

- Go to my.wbs.ac.uk/registration
- Type in your normal University username and password
- Follow the instructions on-screen to register your options.

If you have taken or registered for a WBS module before:

- Log in to my.wbs as normal
- Go to Teaching & Learning>Courses>Non WBS Student and then click on ‘Registration’ to the left of the screen
- Follow the instructions on-screen to register your options.

If you want to take a WBS module in 2015/16 it is essential that you pre-register.

Please only register for modules you are serious about taking.

You should note the follow points:

- Module availability may still change subject to timetable constraints, capacity, limitations or availability of staff/popularity of choices.
- You will not be able to register for modules for which you have not completed the pre-requisites.

Module registration will be open from Monday, 11th May, 2015. Please make sure you have registered your preferences with through my.wbs by Friday 16th October, 2015.

EMR REGISTRATION IS NOT SUFFICIENT. IF YOU HAVE NOT REGISTERED VIA MY.WBS, YOU ARE NOT REGISTERED FOR THE MODULE.